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NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The master of military historical fiction turns his

discerning eye to the Korean War in this riveting novel, which tells the dramatic story of the

Americans and the Chinese who squared off in one of the deadliest campaigns in the annals of

combat: the Battle of Chosin Reservoir, also known as Frozen Chosin.June 1950. The North

Korean army invades South Korea, intent on uniting the country under Communist rule. In

response, the United States mobilizes a force to defend the overmatched South Korean troops,

and together they drive the North Koreans back to their border with China.But several hundred

thousand Chinese troops have entered Korea, laying massive traps for the Allies. In November

1950, the Chinese spring those traps. Allied forces, already battling stunningly cold weather,

find themselves caught completely off guard as the Chinese advance around the Chosin

Reservoir in North Korea. A force that once stood on the precipice of victory now finds itself on

the brink of annihilation. Assured by General Douglas MacArthur that they would be home by

Christmas, the soldiers and Marines fight for their lives against the most brutal weather

conditions imaginable—and an enemy that outnumbers them more than six to one.The Frozen

Hours tells the story of Frozen Chosin from multiple points of view: Oliver P. Smith, the

commanding general of the American 1st Marine Division, who famously redefined retreat as

“advancing in a different direction”; Marine Private Pete Riley, a World War II veteran who now

faces the greatest fight of his life; and the Chinese commander Sung Shi-Lun, charged with

destroying the Americans he has so completely surrounded, ever aware that above him,

Chairman Mao Tse-Tung watches his every move. Written with the propulsive force Jeff Shaara

brings to all his novels of combat and courage, The Frozen Hours transports us to the critical

moment in the history of America’s “Forgotten War,” when the fate of the Korean peninsula lay

in the hands of a brave band of brothers battling both the elements and a determined,

implacable foe.“A military story as dramatic and heroic as any that exists.”—The American

Interest“The Frozen Hours . . . illustrates again Shaara’s mastery. . . . This is fiction and history

at their blended best.”—Marine Corps Gazette“Marvelously effective storytelling . . . that shows

us what warfare feels like both to those who plan campaigns and those who execute them . . .

gripping, precisely detailed historical fiction.”—Booklist (starred review)

“A military story as dramatic and heroic as any that exists.”—The American Interest “The

Frozen Hours . . . illustrates again Shaara’s mastery. . . . This is fiction and history at their

blended best.”—Marine Corps Gazette “Marvelously effective storytelling . . . that shows us

what warfare feels like both to those who plan campaigns and those who execute them . . .

gripping, precisely detailed historical fiction.”—Booklist (starred review)About the AuthorJeff

Shaara is the New York Times bestselling author of The Fateful Lightning, The Smoke at

Dawn, A Chain of Thunder,A Blaze of Glory, The Final Storm, No Less Than Victory, The Steel

Wave, The Rising Tide, To the Last Man, The Glorious Cause, Rise to Rebellion, and Gone for

Soldiers, as well as Gods and Generals and The Last Full Measure—two novels that complete

the Civil War trilogy that began with his father’s Pulitzer Prize–winning classic, The Killer

Angels. Shaara was born into a family of Italian immigrants in New Brunswick, New Jersey. He

grew up in Tallahassee, Florida, and graduated from Florida State University. He lives in

Gettysburg. --This text refers to the paperback edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All

rights reserved.Chapter OneSmithEast of Inchon, South Korea—September 17,



1950“Where’s Puller? I want to see him, see what’s going on. He’ll be in the thick of it.”Mac

Arthur seemed to speak to all of them, but Smith had to respond.“His men went in at Blue

Beach, sir. He’ll be at his new command post there, certainly.” He glanced to one side, saw Ned

Almond hanging on MacArthur’s words like a sparrow on a telephone wire, a hint of anger

toward Smith. Smith tried to avoid Almond’s glare, turned to MacArthur again. “The jeeps are

waiting. On your command, sir.”“Well, let’s go. We delay any longer, this thing might be over

before we get to see it.”The aides behind MacArthur laughed, his ever-present audience,

Almond laughing the loudest. Smith moved to the door of the crude hut, held out one

hand.“This way, sir.”Smith backed away from the opening, allowed MacArthur the lead, a

tradition Smith had learned from their first meeting in Tokyo, a month before. He kept back,

allowed the other staff officers to go as well, Almond first, the man ignoring Smith as much as

he could. Smith shook his head, then stopped, clamped down any reaction at all, wouldn’t

show any of them a response. The aides flowed past, the room emptying quickly. He glanced at

Craig.General Edward Craig was, by title, the assistant commander of the Marine division, and

so Smith’s second in command, a combat veteran whom Smith respected enormously.Craig

said nothing, and Smith glanced at the simple accommodations Craig had established, Smith’s

folding cot in one corner, the field desk where Craig had spread the all-important maps. Smith

reached for his helmet, said, “I suppose I’m off on a field trip, General. Mac wants to see the

action. He’s asking for the right man.”Craig nodded, a quick smile. “Not sure why General Mac

Arthur seems drawn to Colonel Puller.”Smith shrugged. “He likes fighters. They go back to the

last war. Lewie had a few choice comments about Mac, but Mac doesn’t seem to mind. Or he

doesn’t listen to anything a Marine has to say.”“Or he’s going to arrest him. Just on general

principles.”Smith looked down.“Then you can have his job.” It was a joke, but neither man was

laughing. “Got to go, Eddie. Can’t keep the man waiting.”He moved outside, saw the others

loading up into the jeeps, four vehicles summoned for the journey. There was space remaining

in one, directly behind MacArthur, who sat beside a Marine driver who could not avoid a wide-

eyed sideways stare. Smith climbed up, wedged his long legs in tightly, looked at the others

around them, Almond in one front seat, the others filled now with staff officers and the

reporters who had come along with MacArthur. Smith knew the routine, MacArthur

handpicking his favorites for the privilege of accompanying the commanding general to the

front lines of his great triumph. The Marine drivers all seemed transfixed by MacArthur, but it

was Smith who gave the order, a quick wave of his hand.“Move out!”The jeeps rolled into single

file, Smith shifting his weight, trying to maneuver his legs into some kind of comfortable

position. MacArthur turned slightly, said, “Puller, right?”“Yes, sir. As I said, we’re headed to

Blue Beach, Colonel Puller’s forward command post. He’ll be there, certainly.”MacArthur

nodded, seemed satisfied, stared forward, the jeep lurching past scattered shell craters, the

remnants of the navy’s bombardment. Smith couldn’t avoid the questions in his mind, sliding

between the stabs of discomfort in his legs. Was this all it took? The big guns from the ships

unload on them, and the North Koreans just . . . take off? It’s never that easy. No, surely they’re

still out there. Not sure how many. Puller will know more about that. But we’re in range of just

about any kind of artillery right here, and maybe mortars, too. MacArthur must know that, of

course. But if I told him that, offered him caution, he’d just order the driver to go faster, closer.

Well, it’s his show.They passed ambulances, other trucks small and large, artillery moving into

position. Smith kept his eyes on a long ridgeline in front of them, thick smoke in bursts,

spreading out with a light breeze. The thumps from distant artillery came in a steady rumble,

the impacts on the ridge mostly from enemy mortars. Smith studied the hill carefully, men in

motion, his men, but there was little else to see, the smoke spreading in a wide thin blanket. Up



ahead, he saw officers gathering near the road, pointing toward the jeeps. Smith held his hand

up, instinct, a message to the driver behind him. He reached a hand out to his own driver,

tapped him on the shoulder.“Pull over here.”The young man eased the jeep to the side of the

road, the officers approaching, a pair of cautious MPs among them. They seemed baffled by

the strange convoy, but there was recognition, eyes wide, more men emerging from wrecked

huts, all of them coming closer. MacArthur seemed to absorb that, gave the men time to

assemble. MacArthur glanced toward a reporter’s upraised camera, rose slowly, stood high in

the jeep, leaned heavily on the windshield, made a slow wave to the gathering Marines. Smith

kept his place, knew to wait for MacArthur to leave the jeep. Finally, MacArthur stepped off,

and Smith was surprised to see him stumble slightly, a hint of unsteadiness. An aide was

beside MacArthur quickly, seemed prepared, but MacArthur held him away with his hand. The

man backed off, MacArthur fully in control now, hands on his hips, the ever-present pipe in his

mouth. He seemed to pose for a long minute, the camera clicking away. Smith jumped down,

no reporter aiming any camera at him. He stumbled himself, a nagging pain in his knees, held

himself against the jeep. One of the men moved closer, a captain Smith recognized, Puller’s

aide. MacArthur said, “Where’s Puller?”The captain looked briefly at Smith, then pointed

behind him. “Up on that ridge, sir. There’s a good many of the enemy . �. �.”MacArthur said, “Then 

let’s get up that ridge.” He turned to Smith. “I thought this was his command post.”“It is, sir.”

Smith looked again at the smoke, a new round of shelling peppering the crest. “I might suggest

waiting for Colonel Puller to return.”MacArthur was already stepping out onto the road, moving

toward the ridge. The others fell into line quickly, MacArthur leading the parade at a brisk walk,

Smith catching up, keeping the pace. He watched MacArthur carefully, could feel the pace

slowing, MacArthur not hiding the weariness in his legs. The ridge was steep and dusty, the

smoke drifting past, and MacArthur slowed even more, a hint of a struggle. Smith watched as

Almond moved past in a rush, taking his place beside his commanding general.The road

narrowed, more shell craters on all sides, rocks strewn about, the wreckage of a jeep partially

blocking the way. Smith looked into the jeep as they passed, nothing but charred metal, and he

thought of protesting again, but MacArthur stared ahead, slow, plodding pace, saying nothing.

Smith glanced back, the line of reporters and aides strung out down the hill, men with pads of

paper, more cameras. He knew he couldn’t allow this ridiculous parade to just wander out onto

the open crest of an exposed hill. The incoming mortar fire came again, down to one side, and

Smith said, “Sir, we should stop here. Colonel Puller is certainly close by.”MacArthur took one

more slow step, then halted, seemed to fight for air, Almond beside him, pretending not to

notice. MacArthur straightened, eyed the crest of the hill just ahead, said, “I want Puller. Find

him.”Smith glanced around, saw Marines working mortars of their own, a heavy machine gun

dug into a cluster of rocks, one man with field glasses pointing the way, the gunner firing a long

burst. More men seemed to emerge from the rugged ground, all of them recognizing Mac

Arthur. Smith felt the need to grab the man and pull him back down the hill, the thought in his

brain: This is no place for you.And then, the booming voice of Chesty Puller. “What in blazes

we got here? Oh, for the love of Gertrude. They told me it was you coming up here. You’re the

only man who’d lead a damn caravan to the front lines.” The salute came now, hard and crisp,

Puller’s chest puffed out even farther than usual. “General MacArthur, it is my honor. Welcome,

sir.” He looked past Almond at Smith now, a hard scowl giving way to the hint of a smile. “You

too, sir.”Smith needed nothing further from Puller, knew there would rarely be formalities

between them. He knew that MacArthur had an odd affection for Puller, despite the fact that

Puller seemed to bristle at nearly every order MacArthur had ever given him. The thought

rolled into Smith’s head. Nobody but Lewie would talk to Mac like that and expect to keep his



command. Puller knows something we don’t. Or, Mac thinks he does.Smith had known Lewis

Puller since their early days at Fort Benning, through several campaigns in the Pacific. The two

men were complete opposites in appearance, Puller barely five six, with a thick barrel chest

that rode precariously upon two birdlike legs. Smith towered over him, a lean frame standing

better than six feet. Their temperament seemed radically opposite as well, Puller a profane and

caustic man. But Smith had seen the softer side of Puller, knew him to be a man of enormous

heart, and if Puller’s first instinct was to jam his Marines into anyplace hot, it wasn’t because he

was careless with their lives. Puller had absolute confidence that his Marines could do anything

he asked of them, and do it well. If men died, well, it’s war. That’s what men did. But Smith

knew that Puller never glossed over his casualties, even if the newspapers portrayed him as

the hardhearted and sometimes hardheaded warrior. Smith knew another side of Puller almost

no one ever saw, what few newspapermen would find worth writing about. Chesty Puller was

extremely well-read, a man who took education seriously. Smith knew they were far more alike

than people assumed. No matter Puller’s flaws or rough edges, Smith truly liked the man. And

clearly, MacArthur did, too.MacArthur scanned the area, then said, “We thought we’d find you

at your command post, Colonel.”Puller stabbed a pipe into his teeth. “This is my command

post, General. There’s a hell of a scrap down that hill.”MacArthur studied the distant ridges,

smoke billowing up nearby, more incoming mortar fire. Smith closed his eyes, shook his head,

saw Puller watching him. You know what I’m thinking, Lewie. This is insanity.MacArthur said,

“Colonel, your regiment is splendid. First-rate. I am gratified to present you with a Silver Star.”

MacArthur seemed to rummage through his pockets, then shrugged. “Don’t seem to have one

handy. Well, my staff will make note of it. So, where’s the enemy?”Puller pointed behind, back

to the next ridge. “The sons of bitches are right over there, General. There’s no doubt some

North Korean officer is up there pointing to all these sons of bitches right here.”Smith flinched,

but MacArthur didn’t react. His aides came closer, binoculars put into MacArthur’s hands. He

raised them, scanned for a moment, said, “Seoul is how far?”Puller said, “Four miles, maybe

more.”“How long before you get there?”“Three or four days.”MacArthur lowered the glasses,

glanced back at Smith. “I thought we were pushing them more quickly. We should be inside the

city now.”Smith had no answer, knew the timetable had been bested already, wasn’t sure why

MacArthur or anyone else would complain. Puller said, “Sir, there’s a good bunch of those

other fellows out there. We pushed ’em back to these ridges, and figured they’d keep going,

blow outta here pretty quick. But they’ve reinforced. Seems like they intend to make a fight out

of this. But we’ll get there, sir.”MacArthur handed the binoculars to an aide. “I wish they’d come

on up here and give us a fight. We’d clean them out pronto. I want that city by the twenty-fifth.

You understand that, Colonel?”Puller took a deep breath, looked at Smith. “We’ll do our best,

sir.”MacArthur stared out again, his hands planted firmly on his hips. The smoke rose from a

new round of incoming fire, the artillery behind them responding, sharp whistles passing

overhead.“Magnificent. You Marines have done the job. I told them back on the ship, the

admiral, the reporters. The Marines and navy have never shown more brightly. They’ll quote me

on that. The world will know. I want a Presidential Unit Citation for these boys.” He turned,

looked past Smith to the reporters, who had kept their distance. “You hear that? Write it down.”

MacArthur looked again at Puller, kept his hands on his hips, and Smith could feel Mac

Arthur’s pride, the raw satisfaction. To one side, a mortar blast drove the reporters back, a

nervous flock of birds, the Marines around them ducking low as well. Another blast came now,

farther away, then more, patterned along the crest of the ridge. Smith kept his position, close

behind MacArthur, Almond glancing nervously at Smith. He felt the words coming in his head,

wouldn’t say anything out loud. These are the front lines, General Almond. Get used to it.Puller



stared out through binoculars of his own, called now for a radioman. He turned to MacArthur,

said, “Excuse me, General, but I’ve got some things that require my attention. You want us in

Seoul, we need to clean things up out here first.” Smith knew Puller’s mood, that it was time to

go to work. Parades could come later.After a long moment, MacArthur said, “Excellent job,

Colonel. Truly well done.” He turned, Almond following in step, both men moving past Smith.

But MacArthur stopped, looked again at Puller. “No more delays, Colonel. I want Seoul in hand

on the twenty-fifth.” --This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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Too long.Time stops, frozen in place.I beg the Frozen Hours for theSunrise.Too many

memoriesIce and DeathI’m ready to join my friends.—A U.S. MARINE ON FOX HILLTO THE

READERIT’S CALLED “THE FORGOTTEN WAR,” but no war is ever forgotten by the people

who fought it. In tackling this story (as in my World War II series), I had the enormous luxury of

speaking with living veterans. They are of course very elderly men now, who, like all combat

veterans, share the experience of facing a deadly and, in this case, an utterly unfamiliar enemy.

But this story is not just about combat. There is another enemy here, in some cases far more

deadly: the coldest winter in this part of Asia in decades.You might notice that I do not use the

term “police action” to describe the Korean War. That is the label attached to the conflict by an

American government deeply fearful that expansion of the confrontation in Korea might very

well erupt into World War III. But this story is told not from the government’s point of view, but

through the eyes of a select group of men who were there, who faced their enemy, or those

who carried the awesome responsibility of walking the tightrope between their duty to their men

and the wishes of their superiors.This book is not an attempt to explore the entire Korean War.

The focus here is more narrow, which raises a question I grapple with, and agonize over in

every book I’ve written: What do I leave out? By speaking with veterans and veterans’ groups, I

have been offered wonderful material for an enormous variety of stories, every one as

important (and often as painful) to the participants as any other. If I should go further down the

road, adding more volumes, possibly creating a trilogy of stories set in Korea, then certainly I

can include so much more than you will find here. But this is a single volume, my choice for

now, and my responsibility is, first and foremost, to tell you a good story.This book begins with

the invasion of the Korean port of Inchon, in September 1950, and then follows events that

extend into mid-December. The focus is primarily on the United States First Marine Division,



along with smaller army units and a unit of British Royal Marines. For roughly two weeks,

beginning in late November, these men engage overwhelming numbers of Chinese troops

around a place we know as the Chosin Reservoir. (I use that name throughout this story, as did

most of the Western commanders, since it is the name given to the Changjin Reservoir [the

Korean name] by the maps then in use, which were almost always Japanese.) The harrowing

tale of that vicious struggle between the Allied forces and the Chinese needs no

embellishment. When the temperatures drop well below zero, for men on both sides, staying

alive means staying warm, while at the same time engaging in deadly combat with an enemy

who is as desperate and as miserable as you are.If you have read my work, you know that my

goal is to take you into the minds of the key characters and tell you the story through their eyes.

Here there are three primary characters, two of them Americans: Marine Private First Class

Pete Riley and the division’s commanding officer, Major General Oliver P. Smith. The third voice

is the commanding general of the Chinese field armies that oppose the Marines, General Sung

Shi-lun. Also included in this story are characters who are well known to any student of this

war: Douglas MacArthur, Lewis “Chesty” Puller, and many others. As well, there are the less

familiar, just as important to this story: Marine Sergeant Hamilton “Hamp” Welch, Army

Lieutenant Colonel Don Faith, Marine Captain William Barber, and more.I am often asked

about just how these points of view come into being; just how accurate is this story? In every

story I do, the events are real, the history as accurate as I can make it. This is a novel by

definition because there is dialogue, and you are seeing the events through the eyes of the

characters themselves. For me to reach the point where this book emerges, I must feel that I

can speak for these men. For that I rely enormously on their own words, their memoirs,

collections of letters, diaries, and so on. My goal in the research is not just to get the facts

straight, but to get to know these characters as intimately as I can. It is a risky thing to put

words into anyone’s mouth, especially a respected figure from history—a challenge I accept.

You might not agree with my particular interpretation of an event as it happens in this story, and

that is a challenge to legions of military historians, as well as the veterans who were there.

Controversy surrounds this entire campaign, as it surrounds many of the people involved.

There are always other points of view, and disagreements abound. In every campaign where

disasters occur, there is blame. I have been painstaking in keeping close to the historical

record. There will be some who disagree with that record, and I’m prepared to accept grief for

that. This is one story. It is not the only story and certainly not the final story.Some of you will

no doubt feel I have ignored or overlooked the sacrifices and accomplishments of so many

other soldiers, airmen, and Marines, other stories, other heroic deeds, other periods of the

Korean War that could have been explored. Perhaps I will move into those areas at another

time. For now, this is my salute to the men who were forced to wage war through one of the

most horrific events in military history, in conditions none of them had any reason to expect.

Many, on both sides, did not survive. And certainly, the casualties in any conflict deserve to be

honored. But the survivors deserve as much respect. For me, the greatest assets I had were

the living veterans or their families who were willing to sit down and talk. At the end of this book

is the Acknowledgments section, where so many of those people are listed. I hope you will take

a moment to notice that. It is to those wonderfully generous people that this book is also

dedicated.And I hope that, by the end of this book, in some small way this war might be a little

less forgotten.JEFF SHAARA, APRIL 2017LIST OF MAPSThe Korean Peninsula Before

Hostilities, May 1950Inchon Invasion PlanWonsan LandingHungnam to Yudam-ni, Troop

PositionsChosin Reservoir DetailAlmond’s Order to Race to the Yalu RiverMacArthur’s “Pincer”

PlanFox Hill—November 27Fox Hill—November 28Chosin Reservoir—November



28INTRODUCTIONFOR CENTURIES, KOREA is a nation of farmers, attracting little attention

from the outside world, beyond the immediate interests of its neighbors. It is the Japanese who

consider Korea worth pursuing, and throughout the latter half of the nineteenth century, the

rest of the world seems willing to concede Korea to Japan. Though the United States signs a

formal treaty of “amity and commerce” with Korea in 1882, there is little enthusiasm for a

confrontation with the Japanese, and when the Japanese occupy Korea in 1905, the American

government backs away. Having defeated the Russians in the Russo-Japanese War, the

Japanese have no formidable rivals in the region at all, and so are now free to treat Korea as

they wish. The result is brutal for the Korean people, whose hatred for the Japanese intensifies

into a guerrilla war. But the Japanese are far too powerful, and dissent is crushed.In 1945, with

the dropping of the atomic bombs on two Japanese cities, World War II concludes and the

Koreans ecstatically welcome their liberation. But the nation suffers from fragmentation, with no

official government and no cohesive political infrastructure. Into this void come the

superpowers, the Soviet Union and the United States, who move in to establish their own

spheres of self-interest. In an agreement solely based on convenience, Korea is divided along

what appears on a map to be the most logical geographical boundary, the 38th parallel, which

neatly splits the country in two. The Soviets control the North, the Americans the South. As the

conflicts between the two nations blossom into the Cold War, the 38th parallel takes on a

different importance, as a border between East and West. Exhausted by World War II, neither

side pushes hard for a direct military confrontation, and the Soviets are the first to blink, pulling

their troops out of North Korea in 1948. They leave behind a government controlled by their

handpicked ruler, Kim Il-sung, who will make few moves without Soviet approval. In the South,

the Americans have made a feeble effort to inspire a democratic regime, which is now headed

by Syngman Rhee. Rhee professes deep friendship for the United States, but his rule over

South Korea is autocratic at best, and a brutal dictatorship at worst. The Americans, eager to

support anticommunist governments, embrace Rhee as a valued ally, seemingly oblivious to

the abuses he inflicts upon his own people.As the war of words begins to heat up between

North and South Korea, Kim Il-sung quietly builds a vast armada, strengthened by military aid

from the Soviets, who come to regard him as a significant thorn in their side. The Soviets are

not at all enthusiastic about Kim’s saber-rattling, or his poorly disguised ambition to reunite

Korea under his own rule. Gradually, Joseph Stalin withdraws direct Soviet support for Kim and

Kim begins to seek another ally who would support his goals. He thus forms an alliance with

the Communist Chinese, who are now led by Mao Tse-tung.Comforted by the withdrawal of the

Soviets, the American government relaxes considerably, believing that the risk of confrontation

in this part of Asia has virtually disappeared. Though American forces occupy bases in Korea,

they are a faint shadow of the military that had defeated the Japanese. By 1950, in the five

short years since the end of World War II, the extraordinary military might of the United States

has been deflated almost completely. Throughout the world, governments are far more

concerned that the next great war might begin along the hostile borders that now spread

through Europe. What military strength the Americans still possess is mostly positioned where

they face off against the Soviets along the border between East and West Germany. Korea, like

most of Asia, has become an afterthought.In Tokyo, the American and Allied occupation forces

are commanded by General Douglas MacArthur, who rules over the Japanese as a benevolent

dictator. The Japanese not only accept MacArthur’s presence, they welcome it, and the

American military there is regarded with unexpected affection by the Japanese people. Thus

are the Americans convinced that all is well in Asia, and their troop presence in Japan, as well

as Korea, is not only weakened but toothless. The troops sent to Korea in support of Rhee are



poorly trained and poorly equipped. The South Koreans fare no better, their American

occupiers believing that allowing Rhee to control a strong military might in fact create more

problems than the Americans are willing to tolerate. While Rhee’s army flounders under

disinterested American supervision, Kim Il-sung has built the North Korean army into a

powerful fist.In March 1950, the American intelligence community concludes that the North

Koreans are preparing an invasion of the South. But those reports are dismissed at all levels of

the American government, including Douglas MacArthur. Such intelligence noise is regarded

with the same lack of seriousness paid to the boisterous threats being made by various

communist governments worldwide, none of which are considered legitimate.On June 25,

1950, the North Koreans open a massive artillery barrage across the 38th parallel, followed by

the advance of ten divisions of well-trained and well-equipped ground forces. Backed up by

Soviet-made tanks, manned by well-trained Korean crews, the invasion drives southward in

four major prongs. As South Korean defense forces dissolve, woefully unable to blunt the

invasion, Kim Il-sung tells the world: “The South Korean puppet clique has rejected all methods

for peaceful reunification proposed by the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea and dared to

commit armed aggression north of the Thirty-eighth parallel. The Democratic People’s Republic

of Korea ordered a counterattack to repel the invading troops.”Though Kim’s absurd declaration

is mocked in Washington, within hours the American government begins to understand that

this invasion is more than meaningless posturing. Petitioning the United Nations Security

Council, the Americans push for blanket condemnation of the North Korean attack. The vote is

unanimous in favor of supporting South Korea only because the Soviets, who could have

simply vetoed the measure, are not in attendance that day. Thus, for the first time in its history

the United Nations enter a war, as defenders of South Korean autonomy. The most logical

choice to command a hastily formed conglomerate of military forces is General MacArthur.To

those who question this strong show of American resolve to go to war over what many in the

United States see as an obscure and insignificant land, President Harry Truman describes this

fight as a crusade against the spread of worldwide communism, that the Soviets should be

taught that our resolve in this matter is absolute. The assumption in Washington is that the

Soviets are pulling all the strings, Kim’s army merely a proxy for Soviet intentions to dominate

the West, one conflict at a time. No one officially entertains the idea that Kim’s only real ally is

Red China.On June 26, one day after the start of the invasion, President Truman receives the

following message from Syngman Rhee:“Things are not going well militarily.”It is a mammoth

understatement. Backed by more than sixteen hundred artillery pieces, some ninety thousand

North Korean troops have virtually erased any defensive lines the South Koreans can put in

their path, and within three days they easily capture the South Korean capital, Seoul. As

stunned American and Allied troops begin to mobilize for a defense against the invasion, they

are forced into a small portion of southeast Korea, framed by a small mountain range to the

north and the Naktong River to the west, around the city of Pusan. Militarily, all that remains of

South Korea is a besieged area now called the Pusan Perimeter, an area fifty by one hundred

miles, pressed against the Sea of Japan. Though the South Koreans and their allies, primarily

the Americans, are pressed into a desperate situation, the North Koreans have overplayed

their hand. As they lengthen the distance from their own border, so too do they stretch out their

supply lines. Commanded by American army general Walton Walker, the Americans strengthen

the defenses along the Pusan Perimeter, while the North Korean juggernaut grows slowly

weaker. Though portions of fourteen North Korean divisions press toward the Allied positions,

not even Kim Il-sung has anticipated that his army would drive so far so quickly. Despite the

jubilation emerging from Kim’s propaganda machine, the Allied forces continue to build, forcing



a virtual stalemate along the perimeter. By mid-August, Kim’s army is outnumbered, though the

confidence of the Allied forces remains at a low ebb. Faced with little change to the situation,

Douglas MacArthur devises a new and audacious strategy to break the siege. Ignoring his

advisors, and the strategists in Washington, MacArthur plans an invasion of his own, an

amphibious assault against the western coast of South Korea, at the port of Inchon.

MacArthur’s plan is to drive American soldiers and Marines inland, far behind the North Korean

positions, slicing through any remaining supply lines, thus squeezing the North Korean troops

between two major forces. Few officers in MacArthur’s camp believe the plan will work, many

referring to the odds as “a five-thousand-to-one shot.”On September 15, a force of nearly forty

thousand American Marines and soldiers surges ashore at the port city. Facing almost no

opposition, they capture Inchon in a matter of hours. The next phase of the invasion begins:

crossing the Han River, and liberating the South Korean capital of Seoul. If Seoul can be swept

clear of North Korean troops, MacArthur’s forces will drive farther inland, cutting off the North

Korean troops still waging war along the Pusan Perimeter. There, Walton Walker’s Eighth Army

is to begin a hard push of their own, a breakout designed to throw the North Korean forces into

disarray. If Walker succeeds, the North Koreans will retreat northward, directly into the arms of

the forces moving inland from Inchon.An ecstatic MacArthur reacts to his success by predicting

the war’s end in a matter of weeks. To many in his command, he has elevated himself to a

position of infallibility, a view not shared by official Washington, including President Truman. But

victory inspires confidence, and no one is prepared to take anything away from Douglas

MacArthur, including his absolute authority over the decisions that will determine the progress

of the war.As the Americans and their allies build up their military presence in South Korea, the

Soviets keep a watchful eye on events, seemingly grateful they stayed away. But the Chinese

observe as well, anxiously curious what MacArthur’s success might mean for Chinese

sovereignty.OLIVER P. SMITHBorn 1893, in Menard, Texas, Smith attends the University of

California, Berkeley, graduating in 1916. He is first employed by the Standard Oil Company, but

Smith understands the appeal of travel and so, in 1917, he joins the Marine Corps and

receives a commission as second lieutenant.In 1917, Smith marries Esther King, and within

three years she gives birth to two daughters.Throughout the 1920s and ’30s, Smith serves in a

vast variety of posts, including Guam, France, Haiti, and Iceland, and domestic bases at Fort

Benning, Georgia, and Quantico, Virginia.In 1936, his reputation as an academic is enhanced

significantly by his post as instructor at the Marine Corps School at Quantico, Virginia.

Nicknamed the Professor, he is considered scholarly and rule-bound, though is highly

respected as an expert on amphibious warfare. For the first three years of World War II, Smith

remains in Washington, in command of the office of Plans and Policy. But his reputation for

efficiency lands him posts in the Pacific Theater, participating in operations at New Britain and

Cape Gloucester. In 1944, he is named assistant commander of the First Marine Division and

leads his forces onto the beaches at Peleliu, in one of the bloodiest Marine engagements of the

war. In spring 1945, he serves as chief of staff to the American Tenth Army during the

campaign for the capture of Okinawa.After the war, he returns to Quantico, is named

commandant of the Marine Corps schools, and continues his duties as an instructor. In 1948,

he is named chief of staff for the Marine Corps, and assistant commandant.In June 1950,

Smith receives command of the First Marine Division, which includes four regiments and is the

sole Marine force sent to Korea in response to the invasion by the North. Unlike many of the

army’s forces already in Korea, and those hastily assembled to answer the threat, Smith knows

his Marines are well trained, many of them veterans of World War II. If the tide is to be turned

against the North Koreans, Smith knows his Marines must bear a significant part of the load.



As plans for MacArthur’s invasion of Inchon take shape, it is Smith’s Marines who will lead the

assault.On September 16, 1950, Smith observes the ongoing invasion from the command ship,

USS Mount McKinley, along with the rest of the Allied high command, including MacArthur.

After only a single day, the advance has secured most of Inchon, and has driven more than five

miles inland. Smith then does what he has done on so many landing zones in the Pacific. He

moves among his men, surveys the faces, the mood, the buoyant morale, all the while holding

to the agonizing hope that their astonishing good fortune will continue.PETER “PETE”

RILEYBorn in 1923 in York Springs, Pennsylvania, Riley is an only child. He grows up in the

orchard country of south central Pennsylvania, gaining a deep appreciation of the land and its

bounty. His family struggles through the Depression and Riley is forced to find work in the

orchards. He does not complete high school. In 1940, with little hope for a better job, Riley

enlists in the Marine Corps.When the war breaks out in December 1941, he is in Marine boot

camp at Parris Island, South Carolina. His first assignment places him with the Third Defense

Battalion at Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, where he is witness to the grotesque aftermath of the

Japanese attack. Chafing to participate in the campaigns in the Pacific, he finally receives

assignment to the Seventh Marine Regiment in June 1943. He participates in severe combat

on New Britain, Peleliu, and Okinawa, where he meets and forms a lasting friendship with

Hamilton Welch. Both men continue in service to the Corps after the war’s end, when the First

Division is assigned to occupation duty in China. In late 1945, as a result of the massive

downsizing of the American military, Riley and Welch are both ordered to civilian life.Riley

returns to Pennsylvania and marries high school sweetheart Ruthie Biesecker. They settle in

the small orchard community of Arendtsville, where once again Riley returns to the tedious

labor of the fruit orchards and processing plants. In November 1946, Ruthie gives birth to a

son.In June 1950, with the sudden breakout of fighting in Korea, Riley responds to calls for

veteran Marines and reenlists, reuniting with his friend Welch. He is assigned to Fox Company,

the Seventh Marine Regiment, First Marine Division. His commanding officer is Oliver P. Smith.

Like many who reenlist, Riley is not completely certain just where Korea is, or just what the

Marines are expected to do there.SUNG SHI-LUNBorn 1907, in Hunan Province, China. As a

young man, he attends the Whampoa Military Academy, Guangzhou, China, graduates with

high honors, attracting considerable attention from his superiors. As part of his lessons at the

academy, he learns rudimentary English.Sung despises politics, and with the country

embroiled in conflicts from the heavy-handed corruption of Chiang Kai-shek’s government,

Sung is disgusted by the abuses he witnesses on both local and national levels. He considers

himself a patriot to China and willingly joins the army of Mao Tse-tung, embarking on the

struggle to rid the country of Chiang’s despotic rule.In 1934, he participates in the Long March,

Mao’s desperate gamble to escape Chiang’s military forces. The march, more accurately a

military retreat, covers more than five thousand miles and requires a full year. Much of Mao’s

strength and support comes from the vast numbers of peasants he champions, waging war

against Chiang’s machine of corruption and betrayal of the Chinese people, bolstered by guns

and money from the West. Those who survive the march pledge a loyalty to Mao that is

unshakable, and Mao’s command of the Communist Revolution in China becomes

unquestioned.During the vicious struggle against Chiang’s forces, Sung is promoted multiple

times and builds a well-earned reputation for combat, leading troops in a number of bloody

campaigns. In 1949, when Mao’s final victory secures control of all mainland China, Chiang

flees to the island of Formosa, now Taiwan, where Chiang establishes his republic as a

government in exile. Mao’s victory is celebrated by communist governments the world over,

and adds greatly to the lore that Mao espouses, that the communists are certain to achieve a



worldwide revolution.For his loyalty to Mao, and his excellence in the field, Sung is promoted to

full general. When the war breaks out in Korea, Sung shares the belief of many in the Chinese

army that the war will never involve China, since most believe that the United States will not

hesitate to employ its nuclear weapons, an asset China does not have. Sung also harbors a

profound distrust and dislike for the Soviets, an attitude passed down from Mao himself. As the

war in Korea evolves in unexpected ways, Sung responds willingly to the responsibilities he is

given, and he is assigned to command of the Ninth Army Group of the People’s Liberation

Army, a force numbering more than one hundred twenty-five thousand men.As the Chinese

government carefully observes events to their south, Sung has one duty. Prepare his army to

fight.PART ONE“There is nothing romantic about war.”—OLIVER P. SMITH, COMMANDING

GENERAL, FIRST MARINE DIVISION, KOREACHAPTER ONESmithEAST OF INCHON,

SOUTH KOREA—SEPTEMBER 17, 1950“WHERE’S PULLER? I want to see him, see what’s

going on. He’ll be in the thick of it.”MacArthur seemed to speak to all of them, but Smith had to

respond.“His men went in at Blue Beach, sir. He’ll be at his new command post there,

certainly.” He glanced to one side, saw Ned Almond hanging on MacArthur’s words like a

sparrow on a telephone wire, a hint of anger toward Smith. Smith tried to avoid Almond’s glare,

turned to MacArthur again. “The jeeps are waiting. On your command, sir.”“Well, let’s go. We

delay any longer, this thing might be over before we get to see it.”The aides behind MacArthur

laughed, his ever-present audience, Almond laughing the loudest. Smith moved to the door of

the crude hut, held out one hand.“This way, sir.”Smith backed away from the opening, allowed

MacArthur the lead, a tradition Smith had learned from their first meeting in Tokyo, a month

before. He kept back, allowed the other staff officers to go as well, Almond first, the man

ignoring Smith as much as he could. Smith shook his head, then stopped, clamped down any

reaction at all, wouldn’t show any of them a response. The aides flowed past, the room

emptying quickly. He glanced at Craig.General Edward Craig was, by title, the assistant

commander of the Marine division, and so Smith’s second in command, a combat veteran

whom Smith respected enormously.Craig said nothing, and Smith glanced at the simple

accommodations Craig had established, Smith’s folding cot in one corner, the field desk where

Craig had spread the all-important maps. Smith reached for his helmet, said, “I suppose I’m off

on a field trip, General. Mac wants to see the action. He’s asking for the right man.”Craig

nodded, a quick smile. “Not sure why General MacArthur seems drawn to Colonel Puller.”Smith

shrugged. “He likes fighters. They go back to the last war. Lewie had a few choice comments

about Mac, but Mac doesn’t seem to mind. Or he doesn’t listen to anything a Marine has to

say.”“Or he’s going to arrest him. Just on general principles.”Smith looked down.“Then you can

have his job.” It was a joke, but neither man was laughing. “Got to go, Eddie. Can’t keep the

man waiting.”He moved outside, saw the others loading up into the jeeps, four vehicles

summoned for the journey. There was space remaining in one, directly behind MacArthur, who

sat beside a Marine driver who could not avoid a wide-eyed sideways stare. Smith climbed up,

wedged his long legs in tightly, looked at the others around them, Almond in one front seat, the

others filled now with staff officers and the reporters who had come along with MacArthur.

Smith knew the routine, MacArthur handpicking his favorites for the privilege of accompanying

the commanding general to the front lines of his great triumph. The Marine drivers all seemed

transfixed by MacArthur, but it was Smith who gave the order, a quick wave of his hand.“Move

out!”The jeeps rolled into single file, Smith shifting his weight, trying to maneuver his legs into

some kind of comfortable position. MacArthur turned slightly, said, “Puller, right?”“Yes, sir. As I

said, we’re headed to Blue Beach, Colonel Puller’s forward command post. He’ll be there,

certainly.”MacArthur nodded, seemed satisfied, stared forward, the jeep lurching past scattered



shell craters, the remnants of the navy’s bombardment. Smith couldn’t avoid the questions in

his mind, sliding between the stabs of discomfort in his legs. Was this all it took? The big guns

from the ships unload on them, and the North Koreans just…take off? It’s never that easy. No,

surely they’re still out there. Not sure how many. Puller will know more about that. But we’re in

range of just about any kind of artillery right here, and maybe mortars, too. MacArthur must

know that, of course. But if I told him that, offered him caution, he’d just order the driver to go

faster, closer. Well, it’s his show.They passed ambulances, other trucks small and large,

artillery moving into position. Smith kept his eyes on a long ridgeline in front of them, thick

smoke in bursts, spreading out with a light breeze. The thumps from distant artillery came in a

steady rumble, the impacts on the ridge mostly from enemy mortars. Smith studied the hill

carefully, men in motion, his men, but there was little else to see, the smoke spreading in a

wide thin blanket. Up ahead, he saw officers gathering near the road, pointing toward the jeeps.

Smith held his hand up, instinct, a message to the driver behind him. He reached a hand out to

his own driver, tapped him on the shoulder.“Pull over here.”The young man eased the jeep to

the side of the road, the officers approaching, a pair of cautious MPs among them. They

seemed baffled by the strange convoy, but there was recognition, eyes wide, more men

emerging from wrecked huts, all of them coming closer. MacArthur seemed to absorb that,

gave the men time to assemble. MacArthur glanced toward a reporter’s upraised camera, rose

slowly, stood high in the jeep, leaned heavily on the windshield, made a slow wave to the

gathering Marines. Smith kept his place, knew to wait for MacArthur to leave the jeep. Finally,

MacArthur stepped off, and Smith was surprised to see him stumble slightly, a hint of

unsteadiness. An aide was beside MacArthur quickly, seemed prepared, but MacArthur held

him away with his hand. The man backed off, MacArthur fully in control now, hands on his hips,

the ever-present pipe in his mouth. He seemed to pose for a long minute, the camera clicking

away. Smith jumped down, no reporter aiming any camera at him. He stumbled himself, a

nagging pain in his knees, held himself against the jeep. One of the men moved closer, a

captain Smith recognized, Puller’s aide. MacArthur said, “Where’s Puller?”The captain looked

briefly at Smith, then pointed behind him. “Up on that ridge, sir. There’s a good many of the

enemy…”MacArthur said, “Then let’s get up that ridge.” He turned to Smith. “I thought this was

his command post.”“It is, sir.” Smith looked again at the smoke, a new round of shelling

peppering the crest. “I might suggest waiting for Colonel Puller to return.”MacArthur was

already stepping out onto the road, moving toward the ridge. The others fell into line quickly,

MacArthur leading the parade at a brisk walk, Smith catching up, keeping the pace. He

watched MacArthur carefully, could feel the pace slowing, MacArthur not hiding the weariness

in his legs. The ridge was steep and dusty, the smoke drifting past, and MacArthur slowed even

more, a hint of a struggle. Smith watched as Almond moved past in a rush, taking his place

beside his commanding general.The road narrowed, more shell craters on all sides, rocks

strewn about, the wreckage of a jeep partially blocking the way. Smith looked into the jeep as

they passed, nothing but charred metal, and he thought of protesting again, but MacArthur

stared ahead, slow, plodding pace, saying nothing. Smith glanced back, the line of reporters

and aides strung out down the hill, men with pads of paper, more cameras. He knew he

couldn’t allow this ridiculous parade to just wander out onto the open crest of an exposed hill.

The incoming mortar fire came again, down to one side, and Smith said, “Sir, we should stop

here. Colonel Puller is certainly close by.”MacArthur took one more slow step, then halted,

seemed to fight for air, Almond beside him, pretending not to notice. MacArthur straightened,

eyed the crest of the hill just ahead, said, “I want Puller. Find him.”Smith glanced around, saw

Marines working mortars of their own, a heavy machine gun dug into a cluster of rocks, one



man with field glasses pointing the way, the gunner firing a long burst. More men seemed to

emerge from the rugged ground, all of them recognizing MacArthur. Smith felt the need to grab

the man and pull him back down the hill, the thought in his brain: This is no place for you.And

then, the booming voice of Chesty Puller. “What in blazes we got here? Oh, for the love of

Gertrude. They told me it was you coming up here. You’re the only man who’d lead a damn

caravan to the front lines.” The salute came now, hard and crisp, Puller’s chest puffed out even

farther than usual. “General MacArthur, it is my honor. Welcome, sir.” He looked past Almond at

Smith now, a hard scowl giving way to the hint of a smile. “You too, sir.”Smith needed nothing

further from Puller, knew there would rarely be formalities between them. He knew that

MacArthur had an odd affection for Puller, despite the fact that Puller seemed to bristle at

nearly every order MacArthur had ever given him. The thought rolled into Smith’s head.

Nobody but Lewie would talk to Mac like that and expect to keep his command. Puller knows

something we don’t. Or, Mac thinks he does.Smith had known Lewis Puller since their early

days at Fort Benning, through several campaigns in the Pacific. The two men were complete

opposites in appearance, Puller barely five six, with a thick barrel chest that rode precariously

upon two birdlike legs. Smith towered over him, a lean frame standing better than six feet. Their

temperament seemed radically opposite as well, Puller a profane and caustic man. But Smith

had seen the softer side of Puller, knew him to be a man of enormous heart, and if Puller’s first

instinct was to jam his Marines into anyplace hot, it wasn’t because he was careless with their

lives. Puller had absolute confidence that his Marines could do anything he asked of them, and

do it well. If men died, well, it’s war. That’s what men did. But Smith knew that Puller never

glossed over his casualties, even if the newspapers portrayed him as the hardhearted and

sometimes hardheaded warrior. Smith knew another side of Puller almost no one ever saw,

what few newspapermen would find worth writing about. Chesty Puller was extremely well-

read, a man who took education seriously. Smith knew they were far more alike than people

assumed. No matter Puller’s flaws or rough edges, Smith truly liked the man. And clearly,

MacArthur did, too.MacArthur scanned the area, then said, “We thought we’d find you at your

command post, Colonel.”Puller stabbed a pipe into his teeth. “This is my command post,

General. There’s a hell of a scrap down that hill.”MacArthur studied the distant ridges, smoke

billowing up nearby, more incoming mortar fire. Smith closed his eyes, shook his head, saw

Puller watching him. You know what I’m thinking, Lewie. This is insanity.MacArthur said,

“Colonel, your regiment is splendid. First-rate. I am gratified to present you with a Silver Star.”

MacArthur seemed to rummage through his pockets, then shrugged. “Don’t seem to have one

handy. Well, my staff will make note of it. So, where’s the enemy?”Puller pointed behind, back

to the next ridge. “The sons of bitches are right over there, General. There’s no doubt some

North Korean officer is up there pointing to all these sons of bitches right here.”Smith flinched,

but MacArthur didn’t react. His aides came closer, binoculars put into MacArthur’s hands. He

raised them, scanned for a moment, said, “Seoul is how far?”Puller said, “Four miles, maybe

more.”“How long before you get there?”“Three or four days.”MacArthur lowered the glasses,

glanced back at Smith. “I thought we were pushing them more quickly. We should be inside the

city now.”Smith had no answer, knew the timetable had been bested already, wasn’t sure why

MacArthur or anyone else would complain. Puller said, “Sir, there’s a good bunch of those

other fellows out there. We pushed ’em back to these ridges, and figured they’d keep going,

blow outta here pretty quick. But they’ve reinforced. Seems like they intend to make a fight out

of this. But we’ll get there, sir.”MacArthur handed the binoculars to an aide. “I wish they’d come

on up here and give us a fight. We’d clean them out pronto. I want that city by the twenty-fifth.

You understand that, Colonel?”Puller took a deep breath, looked at Smith. “We’ll do our best,



sir.”MacArthur stared out again, his hands planted firmly on his hips. The smoke rose from a

new round of incoming fire, the artillery behind them responding, sharp whistles passing

overhead.“Magnificent. You Marines have done the job. I told them back on the ship, the

admiral, the reporters. The Marines and navy have never shown more brightly. They’ll quote me

on that. The world will know. I want a Presidential Unit Citation for these boys.” He turned,

looked past Smith to the reporters, who had kept their distance. “You hear that? Write it down.”

MacArthur looked again at Puller, kept his hands on his hips, and Smith could feel MacArthur’s

pride, the raw satisfaction. To one side, a mortar blast drove the reporters back, a nervous flock

of birds, the Marines around them ducking low as well. Another blast came now, farther away,

then more, patterned along the crest of the ridge. Smith kept his position, close behind

MacArthur, Almond glancing nervously at Smith. He felt the words coming in his head, wouldn’t

say anything out loud. These are the front lines, General Almond. Get used to it.Puller stared

out through binoculars of his own, called now for a radioman. He turned to MacArthur, said,

“Excuse me, General, but I’ve got some things that require my attention. You want us in Seoul,

we need to clean things up out here first.” Smith knew Puller’s mood, that it was time to go to

work. Parades could come later.After a long moment, MacArthur said, “Excellent job, Colonel.

Truly well done.” He turned, Almond following in step, both men moving past Smith. But

MacArthur stopped, looked again at Puller. “No more delays, Colonel. I want Seoul in hand on

the twenty-fifth.”THE HAN RIVER, WEST OF SEOUL—SEPTEMBER 20, 1950Smith lay flat

alongside Puller, both men glassing from the ridgeline down across the lowlands that spread

into the city. Below them, Marines poured down the hill in a fresh advance, disappearing into a

fog of thick smoke, the rattle of machine guns punctuated by the thump of mortar fire. Smith felt

the stirring in his stomach, never enjoyed watching combat, men scrambling straight into the

enemy positions.Puller lowered the glasses, said, “He leave yet?”Smith kept his eyes on the

smoke, caught glimpses of moving men. “Tomorrow morning. He’ll fly out. Kimpo’s secure,

more or less. He’ll want his picture taken boarding a plane.”Puller sniffed, said, “You don’t much

care for Mac, do you?”Smith brought down the binoculars, thought a moment.“Never said that.

Wouldn’t say it. Not even to you.”“That just makes you gutless.”“No. Just careful.” Smith looked

along the hillside, no one close enough to eavesdrop. “He’s not in good shape, Lewie. Seventy

years old, and looks every bit of it. There’s weakness, fragility. Forgets what he’s saying

sometimes. It’s all about the spectacle, the grand show. He’s entitled to that, I suppose. But

he’s not right all the time.”“He was never bothered by whether or not he was right. He sure as

hell ain’t worried about being wrong. Or being old, or fragile, or anything else. And so what?

Are you gonna tell him to step out of the way? Not even the president’s got that much nerve.

The Joint Chiefs? They’re a bunch of old ladies who’d rather be playing bridge. They don’t want

to hear anything but good news, talk of victory, the war’s over, all of that. Unless Mac decides

to lead his own bayonet charge, they’re not gonna stand up to him one bit. Well, maybe that’s

not a good choice of words. They might like to see him leading a bayonet charge. Could solve a

problem for them.”Smith lowered his head, stared into scrub grass and gravel. “Stop that,

Lewie. There’s no one else over here who can lead the men like he can. He’s got some…

difficulties, no doubt. But he inspires. Only man I know who can do that is…you. But until there

are stars on your shoulder, you’re no better off than me. Do what you’re told.” The word

triggered a thought. “By the way, you ever get your Silver Star?”Puller sniffed. “Some aide

brought it up here, expected me to bow down and kiss his feet. I told my staff to send it to my

son.” Puller stopped. “What’s so damn important about the twenty-fifth?”Smith wasn’t sure what

Puller meant, then recalled MacArthur. “September twenty-fifth is exactly three months since

the North Koreans launched their invasion. I think he promised Syngman Rhee the South



Koreans could have their capital back on that date. Makes good press.”Puller said nothing, and

Smith knew what he was thinking. Puller raised the glasses again.“Hell of a way to fight a war.

Make sure we win on anniversary dates. What does he think we’re doing out here? I’m taking

casualties, for God’s sake. I can’t just waltz into Seoul like it’s empty. Those bastards will hold

to every block, every house. This is gonna be messy, whether Mac likes it or not.”Smith nodded

slowly. “I know. Do what you have to do. Murray knows that, too. The Fifth is moving on past

Kimpo. Oh, if you didn’t get word, as of today, Litzenberg has the Seventh ashore.”“Good! That

puts us at full damn strength. Murray and I will be in position to grab Seoul pretty quick, I think.

I’m assuming you’ll have the Seventh move up in support. It’s still going to be a tough one. The

enemy’s dug in all over the place.”Smith stared out at the flat ground, flickers of fire, the harsh

whine of artillery streaking past. “General Almond insists the entire North Korean army is in full

retreat, that they’ll be clear of their own border in a few days.”Puller looked at him now and

Smith saw the disgust. “You paying any attention at all to what that office boy tells you?”“Have

to, Lewie. He’s in command here.”Puller pounded one hand on the hard ground. “Good Christ,

O.P.! MacArthur anoints his chief of staff as the next coming of Napoleon, and we’re just

supposed to bow down and obey him? Almond doesn’t know combat from combat boots. You

want to know where the North Koreans are? Ask any of those boys out there. They’re up to

their asses in North Koreans.”Smith let out a breath. “MacArthur has put General Almond in

command of the Tenth Corps, which includes us. It doesn’t matter why. So far, this operation

has been successful. General Almond deserves credit.”“Oh, he’ll take the credit, all right. But if

we fall on our faces, it’s you who’ll take the blame. He’s a cookie pusher, and he’s really good at

kissing MacArthur’s ass every night when he goes to bed. That’s why he’s leading this

operation. And that’s why there’s gonna be trouble. It’s not over yet, O.P. Not by a long shot. I’m

losing boys out there, and the North Koreans aren’t going anywhere we don’t shove ’em.”Smith

knew everything Puller was saying was true. He had already had enough confrontations with

Ned Almond to know that Almond had no grasp of battlefield tactics. But he couldn’t say that to

Puller, nor to anyone else.“Look, O.P., I appreciate your predicament. I would only request that

you allow your men to do their job the best way we know how. Keep the cookie pushers out of

the way.”“I can’t keep him away from his own command, Lewie. We’ll manage. We have to. No

other choice.”Puller went back to his binoculars, the conversation over. There was no argument

from Smith. He thought of the command post, that Eddie Craig would have dispatches for him,

that Smith would need to follow up with his Seventh Regiment’s deployment. They’re just boys,

so many of them. There wasn’t time to season them, and Litzenberg has to know that. I just

hope to God the veterans lead the way. He hated Puller’s phrase, “cookie pushers,” thought of

Craig. He didn’t know what to expect from me, I suppose. Had to wonder if I was just another

office boy. Hope I can prove him wrong on that one. Craig’s a good man, seems happy with the

job. I need experience with me if we’re to do this thing right, somebody who understands

combat. At least Puller trusts me. Knows we’re all on the same side. The other regimentals, too,

Murray and Litzenberg, both good men. And Carl Youngdale, the right man to command the

artillery. We’ll need them all to be on their toes, no matter how many cookie pushers we have

to deal with.Smith had received a hard dose of the misery that came from Almond’s style of

command during their first meeting, a month ago in Tokyo. The man had an astounding talent

for condescension, Almond repeatedly calling Smith “son,” though the two men were nearly the

same age. Almond had questioned whether Smith had any actual combat experience, which

showed how little Almond knew about the man he was suddenly supposed to lead. Smith had

responded with specifics, details of his service throughout so many of the campaigns in the

Second World War, which seemed not to impress Almond at all. Only then did Smith realize



that Almond had virtually no experience in combat, had, for the most part, been kept on a back

burner in World War II. But MacArthur had his reasons for placing Almond in command of the

Tenth Corps, and Almond intended to make the most of the opportunity. The Tenth now

consisted of two army divisions and Smith’s First Marine Division, creating a formidable force

against any enemy. Whether General Almond was up to the task was a problem as much for

MacArthur as it was for the men who would serve him. If Almond fell apart, or made bad

decisions, there could be a far greater price for MacArthur than a missed timetable. But so far,

neither Almond nor MacArthur seemed concerned about the gravity of any of the decisions that

lay before them. The war was going according to plan, MacArthur’s plan. And the word was

already seeping out of headquarters in Tokyo that this war would likely be over before Ned

Almond or anyone else had a chance to screw it up.CHAPTER TWORileyEAST OF INCHON—

SEPTEMBER 21, 1950“GOOD GOD. WHAT IS that smell?”The boy had his hands clamped

over his face, but no one responded to his question. Riley fought the stink himself, looked out

over the rice paddy, civilians working the watery field. He pointed, said, “Maybe it’s them. Not

the rice. It don’t stink like that.”Behind him, the sergeant, Welch. “It’s the water. They fertilize it

with human waste. Don’t hardly need a latrine or any kind of outhouse. You just take a dump in

your honey pot, then toss it in the fields.”Riley tried to escape the odor, impossible to avoid.

Behind him, another man.“Then they eat the damn rice?”Welch laughed. “Have to. All they got,

I think. You seen any big fat cattle around here? Hell, I heard there’s a reason you don’t hardly

see any dogs. Meat’s hard to come by.”Riley shook his head. The dust from the road covered

his boots, a gray coating on his green dungarees. He hoisted the rifle a little higher, said, “Hey,

Sarge. How come they making us walk?”“Don’t want to bring the trucks up too close to the

river. Need ’em back at the seawall, hauling more supplies. The river’s just up ahead. Captain

Zorn says we’ll be crossing that pretty quick, maybe by morning. I guess they’re happy we

finally got here.”Across the road from Riley, the boy spoke again. “You think we missed it?”Riley

glanced over at the boy’s face, all pimples and short wisps of beard, two fingers clamped firmly

on his nose. “Missed what? The fighting? You think we’re here for a vacation? You already got

a good whiff of this place. You better get used to it. Where you from, anyway? It stink like this

back home?”“New Jersey. Paterson. No, not hardly. Never smelled anything like this. I thought

we were the reserve and all. Didn’t think we’d actually do any walking.”Riley heard a laugh from

Welch.“Welcome to the Corps, kid. You didn’t expect to walk anyplace? Just how dumb are

you? They not teach you anything in boot?”The boy hesitated. “Didn’t have boot, Sarge. Not

really. A bunch of meetings, more like.”Riley looked hard at the boy now. “Meetings? What the

hell are you talking about?”Welch said, “Heard that a lot, Pete. They brought these kids in for

training and didn’t have time to teach them a damn thing. Sat them down around campfires like

a bunch of Boy Scouts and told ’em ghost stories. That right, kid? What’s your name, anyhow?

You come with us to Japan? Don’t remember seeing you on the transport.”The kid nodded,

obvious embarrassment. “Joey Morelli, Sergeant. I stayed outta the way, I guess. Sick most of

the time. Never been on the ocean before.”Riley gave a low laugh. “Nothing different about that.

I tossed up lunch a few times. What the swabbies called lunch, anyway.”The boy seemed to

animate now, glanced behind him to the sergeant. “I wanted it, boot camp, the whole thing.

Expected to learn all of it. Couldn’t wait to grab me a rifle, show ’em I knew how to shoot and

all. They just showed us how to polish boots. Taught us about C-rations. Then we had to board

the ship. Maybe fifty of us. They handed me a piece of paper, told me to report to Captain Zorn,

that I was with Fox Company. I just done what they said.”Welch said, “Welcome to Fox

Company. I guess the captain put you with me so’s I keep your head down. You can shoot,

huh?”“Yes, sir, done a good bit of hunting down in the Pine Barrens. Rabbits and such.”Riley



shook his head. “Jesus. Good luck with this one, Sarge.”Riley felt disgusted, thought, They’re

calling these idiots Marines, and they can barely tie their shoes. He heard the sergeant

again.“Not surprised by any of this. It’s the new Marine Corps boys. Bring in these slick-faced

babies and teach ’em how to shine the general’s boots. Hand ’em a rifle and send this one to

me. Sergeant Hamp Welch, official babysitter. Tell you what, Private Morelli, you stay the hell

out of my way, don’t raise your damn head up in front of my riflemen, don’t look down a mortar

tube, or scratch your ass on a machine gun. Somebody shoots at you, you shoot back.”“You

bet, Sarge.”Riley ignored the boy, watched a small cluster of civilians, dirty, sad people,

scavenging through a pile of blasted debris. His eyes stayed fixed on the clothing, instinct,

looking for telltale bulges, hidden weapons. But the people seemed desperate, tearing through

what might have been their home.Most of Inchon was behind them now, many more buildings

still standing than anyone expected to see. They knew there had been shelling, the navy’s big

guns doing all they could to erase any opposition from North Korean defenses. But the North

Korean positions had been vacated quickly, no match for the surge from the Marines that

poured off the boats. Riley had been as surprised as the rest of the veterans that there was no

beach, that the amphibious landing had used ladders. They expected a storm of fire, the same

as it had been in the Pacific, but by the time the Seventh had reached Inchon, the fighting had

moved well inland. It was unusual enough to move ashore with no enemy in front of them, but

the sight of huge transports perched up high in the mud was an oddity of its own. The tide had

gone out quickly, stranding the landing craft like so many enormous toys. The sailors were

making their jokes, that someone ought to put wheels on the boats, drive them ashore. Until

the tide returned, none of the LSTs were going anywhere else.Riley had passed through

Inchon with the same thoughts as the men around him, that the Seventh Marines had come in

too late to accomplish anything, bringing up the rear, acting as a reserve. Out in front, the Han

River was already being crossed by the first waves, the men of the First and Fifth Regiments,

pushing the North Koreans away from the enormous airfield at Kimpo, what the officers were

calling the best airfield in Asia. Riley knew nothing about that, knew only that the road they

were on now was supposed to take them to a crossing of the river, the last barrier to the city of

Seoul.All these men knew was the talk from the sailors, that the invasion had been

magnificent, perfect execution, the Marines surging up and over the seawall, seeming to

frighten the North Koreans away completely. From all anyone seemed to know, the North

Koreans around Inchon had been caught completely by surprise, the Marines and now others,

men of the army’s Seventh Division pushing across the Han River well ahead of schedule. But

the sounds from in front of them now told Riley and the other veterans that the North Koreans

had not just vanished, that somewhere up ahead there was a fight. Now there were casualties,

aid stations along the way that these men could not avoid. Riley had seen all of this before,

marches on dusty roads past blasted homes and wrecked villages, civilians like these Koreans

swept up in a war few of them understood.He watched the civilians, most of the people old or

very young. The men are gone, he thought. And there’s not many young women. Those

bastards will have use for them, too. Maybe that’s what we’re fighting for. Maybe not. They don’t

tell us much about that.Riley glanced back toward the sergeant, the rest of the squad leading

the platoon, who marched in the vanguard of the rest of Fox Company. He loved Sergeant

Welch, that particular kind of affection that veterans knew well, when a man could be counted

on to lead, as Welch had proven in a dozen fights across the Pacific. Riley and Welch had

served side by side, Welch admitting that his stripes had come from chance, that any man in

their company could have earned a promotion for what they accomplished against the

Japanese. The most vivid memories now were from Okinawa, civilians caught up in the war



that inspired pity as much as outrage. There seemed to be little difference between the

Koreans and the Okinawans, all of them victims in one way or another. But Okinawa didn’t

stink, he thought. Not like this, anyway. Fleas and vermin, maybe. But I bet the North Koreans

are just like the Japs. Use their own civilians for cover, for whatever they need. Slave labor, sex.

Jesus. They’re just savages. He watched a handful of old men in another rice paddy, shook his

head, tried to blow the stink from his brain.Many of the men around him had been through the

same experiences as Riley and Welch, places like Saipan and Iwo Jima, Bougainville and

Guadalcanal, and nearly all carried those memories in dark places. The biggest talk came from

the new recruits, men like Morelli, teenagers who regarded the veterans with envy, a ridiculous

thirst for stories of the bloody slaughter of the Japanese. The veterans had learned to tolerate

it, though few ever offered more than a casual grunt about anything they had been through. But

still, the new men begged for it, and so some of the veterans had learned the art of shoveling

manure, giving the new men tasty pieces of stupidity, great tales of war and heroism that most

often never happened at all.The majority of the men of the Seventh Marines were veterans,

three battalions drawn together quickly after the North Korean invasion. Many of these men

had gone home in 1945, the Marine Corps downsized radically after the war’s end, a decision

made by President Truman. But with the explosion in Korea, the veterans had been called up

once more. In the peacetime years most of them had grown soft, family men who now left

behind wives and young children, the old uniforms too snug around thick middles. But the

training had come quickly, Pendleton and Camp Lejeune, routines they would never forget. Few

of these men hesitated when the orders came, some of them welcoming the chance to leave

the boredom of civilian life. Some had it better, good jobs, a pleasant life that erased many of

the awful memories of the war. But they all responded.As the division assembled around the

port of San Diego, the new men had joined them as well, but time was critical, MacArthur

beating the drum. And so, in short weeks, most of the Marines had steamed across the Pacific

to ports in Japan, then mobilized quickly for the last leg, leading the way at Inchon. Whatever

training the new men received along the way was haphazard at best, often on board the

transports, rifle and machine gun practice off the fantails of the rolling ships, even the mortars

launching their rounds into the ocean. The skill of the careful aim would have to come later, a

nagging fear within the sergeants and experienced lieutenants, who had to wonder how these

new men would react if they actually came under fire.The highest-ranking Marine in Korea

would be the First Division’s commanding officer, Major General Oliver P. Smith, a man many

of these Marines had served with in the Pacific. Most couldn’t really describe Smith, knew him

more by name, not like the bombastic reputation of Chesty Puller. Whether or not the Marines

would take their orders from MacArthur, at least they had one of their own at the top. And so

far, not even the officers, the men like Captain Zorn, had any real idea just what MacArthur

wanted them to do. Once Seoul was captured and the North Koreans pushed back across their

own border, most of these men assumed they might just board their transports and go back

home.Riley stared out past the fields, could see the river’s edge up ahead, a vast fleet of

trucks, big guns, engineers and their heavy equipment all in motion. He felt that familiar icy

stab, the sudden feeling that he was very close now to something very big, and perhaps very

unexpected. Korea was unknown to nearly all of them, some place in some corner of Asia that

only the government cared about. It was the aid stations that changed that. For the first time,

the sight of wounded men, wounded Marines drove home the reality that someone in this god-

awful place was trying to kill you, and if you didn’t know who or why, it didn’t matter. Your job

was to kill them first.They slowed, a two-and-a-half-ton truck moving through, the men

breathing more dust. Beside him, the boy again.“You think we missed it, Pete? Do you?”The



march was halted and Riley tried to hear past the growing sounds of activity along the river. He

heard the artillery again, low, sharp rumbles, and he looked at Morelli, pointed, began to

speak, to teach, but overhead a sharp, deafening roar, the men ducking instinctively, the dark

blue plane ripping past no more than a hundred feet above.Riley smiled, straightened his back,

then his helmet. “I was gonna teach you how to tell a fight from a thunderstorm. There’s

artillery up ahead, out that way, to the north. Must be the Fifth. But that damn Corsair ain’t crop

dusting. He’s heading up that way looking for somebody to light up. His wings were loaded with

rockets.”The boy looked that way, the Corsair long gone. “Geez. Scared heck out of me.”Behind

them, Sergeant Welch said, “Fix that nonsense right now. That’s the best sound there is in the

world. You get caught in a bad place, those flyboys have a way of pulling your nuts out of the

muck. They taught you nothing at all, did they?”The boy didn’t answer, and Riley saw more

civilians. Rough-looking people, he thought. Like Okinawa. Civilians caught in a war, too dumb

or too scared to get out of the way.Behind him, Welch said, “Riley, take the kid, with Norman

and Killian. Check those people out. Make sure they’re just locals. They seem pretty interested

in something over there.” He called out now, toward the front of the column. “Hey,

Lieutenant!”Riley cringed at the word, knew it was a deadly mistake to single out an officer in

the field, especially in a place where every pile of wreckage could hide the enemy. He leaned

closer to Welch, said, “Jesus, Sarge. What the hell are you doing?”Welch laughed. “Don’t worry

about it, Pete. That shavetail needs to learn some things, too.”Riley lowered his voice. “Getting

him killed ain’t gonna teach him a damn thing.”“I’ll let him tell me that.”The officer slid back

through the widely spaced column, a short, thin man, his eyes wide.“What is it?”“Sir, the

captain told us to keep an eye out for possible infiltrators. I told these men here to check out

those civilians. Most of these huts have been blown to hell, but there’s plenty of places to hide.

The enemy could be hiding anywhere. I don’t trust civilians.”The lieutenant, who wasn’t much

older than the kid, Morelli, absorbed Welch’s advice with a sharp nod.“Yes. Good. You boys do

what the sergeant says. Check those people out, look for weapons. Grenades and such.

Lieutenant McCarthy’s up ahead, on the radio. He said to pass along the word that we’re to

wait for orders. The captain’s trying to find out where they want us to sit for a while.”Bob

McCarthy was the platoon commander, a hard-bitten first lieutenant, the kind of officer the

riflemen followed without question. But his adjutant, a second lieutenant, was very new, very

green, seemed to follow McCarthy around like a helpless puppy. No one was really sure why

McCarthy required another officer hanging around, but the officers usually didn’t feel the need

to offer explanations. Riley looked at the young lieutenant, said, “We’ll handle it, sir.”The others

followed Riley toward the blasted ruins, what had once been a large hut, more structures

beside it. To one side, Killian, a huge hulk of a man, helmet set back on his enormous

head.“Ain’t no enemy around here. We done mowed ’em out of here. Hell, you can see the river

out there. Half the Marine Corps’s done gone across. The kid’s right. We done missed it. Gotta

be Old Homer’s fault. Damn them officers, anyway.”Riley ignored the comment, had too much

respect for the colonel, the man in command of the Seventh. Homer Litzenberg was one of

them, a Marine since 1922, rising through the ranks to command one of Oliver Smith’s four

regiments. The nicknames abounded, always: Blitzen Litzen, Riley’s favorite. But to most of the

men, the commanding officer was always the old man, so, in this case, Old Homer.Riley

glanced toward the big Irishman, said, “It’s only been a few days, Sean. The colonel’s putting

us where we need to be. There’s enemy enough to go around.”Killian grunted again. “Hah. So

you say. I ain’t seen a single Nook since we came off the boats. The fight’s way the hell up

front, across that river.” He moved close to the civilians, two old men, four older women, the

Koreans backing away with the kind of exhausted fear Riley had seen on Okinawa. Killian



shouted out, “All right! Where’s your sons at? Looking to crack the skull of some Yankee-san?

They in here maybe?”Killian lunged forward, used the muzzle of his M-1 to toss aside a piece

of wreckage, the heap of debris still leaking smoke. Riley moved away, toward the larger

structures, thought, If there’s anybody in that junk, they’ve suffocated. Killian knows that. Likes

being the big man.Killian shoved past the civilians, stepped heavily into a heap of straw and

lumber, brought the rifle up to his shoulder, aimed. Riley drew up, waited for the shot, thought,

No, dammit. No need for this kind of show.One of the Koreans spoke, an old man, dressed in

filthy white.“Sank you. Sank you. Yankee. You Yankee. Sank you.”Killian seemed to back down,

even the rough Irishman affected by the pathetic look of the old man.Riley said, “That’s all the

English they know. Count on that. They’re scared to death. There’s no enemy here.”Killian

seemed resigned, said, “Yeah, maybe. Look up there, those other huts. Nooks could be

anywhere.”Riley laughed to himself. Nooks. North Koreans. There’s always a name.“Where’d

you hear that one?”Killian’s mood seemed to lighten, and he shrugged, all four of the Marines

slipping through more of the debris. “Hell, I don’t know. I first heard about this mess, I sure

thought they wouldn’t stand up to fight us. We show up with a few tanks, blow a handful of

Corsairs past their huts, they’d skedaddle out of here. I heard that’s what MacArthur’s saying

even now. I just hope we ain’t missed out on the show. Damn it all.”Out on the road, Welch

said, “Hey! Let’s go! We’re moving out!”They followed Riley back to the road, Welch waving

them into line, the men keeping several feet between them, good training. Riley saw a strange

sick look on the sergeant’s face, realized the lieutenant had tears on his cheeks.“What

happened, Sarge?”Welch pointed to the other side of the road. “Nasty stuff. North Koreans left

behind a message for us. For somebody, anyway.”Riley saw two navy corpsmen move into a

small hut, the men backing out quickly, curses and shouts, an officer there, a man he didn’t

know. Riley knew better than to be curious, but it had been so long since he had seen all the

varieties of death.“What they do? Leave their dead behind?”Welch said to the lieutenant, “Sir,

you ought to take your place up front of the platoon. I’ll handle things here. Lieutenant

McCarthy probably needs you on the radio or something. The men are ready to move out.”The

young lieutenant was white-faced, nodded without speaking, stepped away.Welch turned to

Riley, said, “He found ’em himself. Had to be a hero, stick his face into someplace it didn’t need

to be. I told him there could be trouble. But he’s a college boy. Won’t listen to some dumb son

of a bitch like me.”“Hamp, what’s in the hut?”“Dead civilians. A pile of ’em. Hands wired behind

their backs, slit open from crotch to neck. There’s a child, maybe six, a couple young girls. One

man in a suit. Local bigwig maybe. The colonel will look into it, find out if it’s worth

reporting.”“Jesus, Sarge.”“Like I said. Nasty. These people are primitives, pure and simple.

Taking out this war on their own kind, on civilians. I told the lieutenant, this oughta teach him

not to get captured. I think he got that.”Killian was there now, said, “He’ll not last long. Hell,

what’s his name? I forget.”Welch said, “Goolsby. You pay attention to him. He’s young, but they

sent him out here for a reason. He’s got the bar on his shoulder, so you do what he says. If he

was a screwup, you can bet McCarthy would have tossed him out, sent him back to the colonel

with a note pinned to his ass.”Killian shook his head, stared that way. “Those kind never make

it, Sarge. He’s already shaking in his boots. Smart-ass college boys. Damn ninety-day-

wonders.” Across the river, the echoing rumble of big guns was drawing everyone’s attention,

and Killian said, “There’s a pile of artillery letting loose out that way. Sure wish we had Craven

out front.”Welch sniffed. “Lieutenant Craven’s back home with his million-dollar wound, his feet

up in his wife’s lap, drinking six beers. You got a wife, right?”“Yeah.”“Well, you want to grab her

soft rump again, you better pay attention right here. Be smart. You know how to keep your head

down, and before we’re done with this, you’ll have reason. Count on it. Now, we’re moving up



closer to the river. We can jabber about it later.” Killian obeyed, and Welch motioned to Riley.

“Go on, you, too. Keep an eye on Kane and his BAR. He’s got two teenagers carrying his

ammo, and I’m not sure any of them know what they’re doing. According to our young

Lieutenant Goolsby, Captain Zorn got a call from the colonel. When the word comes, we’ll

cross the river in front of us, help out the First.”Riley said, “You mean, in Seoul?”Welch tilted his

head. “You been taking geography lessons? Trying to take my job?”“Sarge, a monkey with VD

could take your job. I heard the captain talking back at the boats. We’re to head out around

Seoul, help secure the city.”“I heard the captain, too. Seoul is supposed to be secure already.

Big brass has said so.”Riley looked out ahead, focused on the artillery. “That sound secure to

you?”Up ahead, the men were moving to the edge of the road, dust rising from a line of trucks.

Riley stood to one side, Welch beside him, the red crosses now in view. They moved quickly

past, four ambulances, and from inside Riley could hear the soft moans, then a sharp cry as

the trucks jolted over the rough road. The last truck was there now, and he saw a corpsman

hanging off the rear, blood soaked through the man’s sleeves. The corpsman glanced at the

Marines along the road, who stared back at him, all of them blinking through dust. The man’s

eyes met Riley’s, a grim nod, the cold stare of a veteran.Welch said, “I don’t give a crap what

kind of gift wrapping MacArthur or anyone else is trying to hand us. This fun’s just

starting.”CHAPTER THREESmithSEPTEMBER 21, 1950“DID THE GENERAL make his

departure as scheduled, sir?”Smith tossed his hat to one side, said, “He left. The schedule

belongs to him. So, anytime he leaves, it’s on schedule.”He regretted the sarcasm, saw Sexton

looking down at the desk. The others turned to their work, a small crowd of officers filling the

space in the command post, the silence awkward. Smith couldn’t escape a foul mood, thought,

I have no time for this. Just don’t ask me anything.From outside, Bowser came in, a bright

smile, said, “Did you tell them, sir?”Smith glared at him but couldn’t be angry with Bowser at

all.“Tell them what?”“If you’ll allow me, sir.”Smith wasn’t sure what Bowser meant, but he

trusted the man with any kind of information, as much as he trusted Eddie Craig or any of the

others. Unlike Craig, Bowser had been with Smith for years, serving him now as the division’s

G-3, the planning and operations officer, and less formally as Smith’s assistant chief of staff. It

was Bowser who had first briefed Smith on MacArthur’s plans for the Inchon invasion, both

men surprised that Smith, who would command the actual invasion force, had never been fully

included in the planning.Alpha Bowser had just turned forty, was another of the veterans of the

campaigns in the Pacific, and when Smith went to Korea, he was grateful to have Bowser

assigned to his staff. Bowser brought a capacity for patience, and as Smith had quickly

discovered, when dealing directly with the communications from the Tenth Corps, patience was

critical.“End the mystery, Colonel.”“Delighted to, sir. If you will all take note of this. General

MacArthur made his latest farewell to us from Kimpo this morning. As his last official act on

Korean soil, for this week anyway, he presented our illustrious commander with a Silver Star.

Allow me to congratulate you, sir.”Smith was annoyed, knew that Bowser was spilling out a

truckload of his own sarcasm.“Stuff that, Colonel. A commendation like that is for combat, not

for standing around looking official.” He looked at the others now, all eyes on him. “Make

nothing of this. You understand? General MacArthur seems eager to award anyone at any time

the mood strikes him. I will not celebrate such things that are not deserved.” No, no. Keep your

mouth shut. He pointed toward Sexton, seated at a small table, said to Bowser, “Give the thing

to Captain Sexton. Hide it, Captain. No one mentions this again.”Sexton was smiling, the staff

clearly not taking his anger seriously.“As you wish, sir. Should I send it home to your

wife?”Smith tried to remove his gloom, to feel their mood, the entire staff enjoying the scene.

He nodded, a hint of his own smile breaking through. “Fine. I’ll have a letter for her today as



well.”Sexton reached for a piece of paper on the desk, said, “Oh, and this came for you, sir. I

suspect Mrs. Smith might already be aware. Hard to keep this stuff quiet.”Smith reached for the

paper, said, “What is it now?” He read, Sexton not responding. He read again, wondered if

there was some prankster at work. “This cannot be. I never thought that photographer was

serious.”Bowser moved up beside him, peering discreetly at the paper, said, “Problem,

sir?”Smith hung his head, the note crumpled in a wad. “I assume all of you know about

this?”There were low mumbles of agreement and Smith looked at Sexton, said, “You may

inform Colonel Bowser. I can’t do it.”Sexton stood, more ceremony than Smith wanted. “Colonel

Bowser, it pleases me to report that our commanding officer, General O. P. Smith, has been

anointed as our latest national celebrity. His picture will grace the cover of Time magazine for

the week of twenty-five September.”Bowser stared for a moment at Sexton, then at Smith.

“Good God, sir, you’re a star. How’d this happen?”Sexton said, “It seems that General

MacArthur’s praise for our commander’s performance during the Inchon invasion was heard in

all the right places. The reporter was one of the crew that followed the general here and there.

Mainly here.”Bowser said, “Congratulations indeed, sir. It is certain that your wife will know of

this as quickly as the rest of the country. She will be most proud, sir. As are we all.”Smith

tossed the note into a trash can. “Just go back to work. The Inchon invasion has only begun.

Lest any of you forget, we are taking casualties this very minute. Men are dying so that I can be

on the cover of a magazine. I take no pride in that.” He knew he had drained away their morale,

but would not apologize. This is MacArthur, he thought. This is how we fight his war.Ed Craig

emerged from a smaller room, the space that served as Smith’s own office.“Sir, we have

received a communication from Tenth Corps.”“Fine.”He followed Craig back into the smaller

room, a young corporal at the desk, pen in hand. Craig said, “You may leave.”The young man

stood quickly, made his way past the two officers, and Craig closed the rickety door behind him.

Smith said, “What now?”“Sir, we are receiving reports from the regimental level, particularly

from Colonel Murray, that General Almond is issuing orders directly to those commands. Your

commands, sir. He has apparently made good use of a small spotter plane and is dropping in

on the various positions as he sees fit. I am told that the general has gone so far as to order

the positioning of individual machine guns and mortar batteries. Colonel Murray is most

unhappy with this, of course. Colonel Puller is…well, he’s Puller. You can imagine his response.

Apparently, General Almond feels that by going directly to the front lines, as it were, he can

speed things along.”“Bypassing my command.”Craig nodded. “Yes, sir.”Smith felt lava boiling in

his brain, clamped it down. “You said you had a communication?”Craig leaned out over the

desk, searched, grabbed a piece of paper, handed it to Smith.“From General Almond, this

morning.”You are instructed to advance with all deliberate speed, capture the city of Seoul as

ordered, with a minimum of destruction to the buildings in the city, and hasten the ongoing

withdrawal of the enemy. This command anticipates that by your stout show of force, the

enemy will make haste to avoid a significant confrontation. There must be no delay.Smith said,

“He said this three days ago.”“And two days ago, and yesterday.”Smith tossed the paper on the

desk. “There is apparently some displeasure at Corps HQ that the enemy is putting up a

fight.”“I would disagree, sir. There is displeasure that this division is behaving as though there is

an enemy in the first place. Intelligence continues to insist that the bulk of the North Korean

forces have vacated Seoul and are retreating up through Uijongbu, near the border.”“And yet,

General Almond is issuing orders to men in the field engaged in a fight that his own people are

telling him doesn’t exist?”“That sounds accurate, sir.”There was a soft knock and Smith turned,

pulled the door open: Bowser, no smile now.“What is it, Colonel?”“Sir, General Lowe has

returned. Wishes to speak with you. Sorry.”Smith looked at Craig, cocked a finger over his



shoulder, the silent order to leave. Craig moved past him, tapped him on the back.“We’re with

you, sir. Every damn one of us.”Smith stood alone for a long moment, the air thick in the small

room, the smell of smoke and paperwork. He reached into his pocket, withdrew a pipe, sniffed

the bowl, the tobacco still fresh. He would rarely smoke around any other brass, certainly not

MacArthur, and never in any kind of high-level meeting. But there were times…“Ah, General,

pleasure to see you again.”“General Lowe. Do come in. Sorry there isn’t more, um,

luxury.”“Nonsense. Mind if I sit? An hour bouncing in a jeep is a different kind of luxury.”Smith

motioned to a small folding chair, Lowe easing down, a slight grimace on his face. Smith moved

behind the small desk, sat as well, waited for whatever the man had to say.Major General

Frank Lowe had arrived a few days before, carrying the only authorization required for him to

be anyplace he wanted to be. He was there specifically as an observer for President Harry

Truman, and carried no authority to lead troops, had no command status, and from what Smith

could tell, was perfectly content just watching anything worth watching. Lowe was older than

Smith, mid-sixties, but his bearing was similar to Smith’s, a tall, thin, straight-backed man. His

qualifications came more from his friendship with Truman than from any particular military

expertise, even the rank something of a mystery. Lowe had planted himself into Smith’s

command, had even brought a cot to share Smith’s meager quarters. Smith had been anything

but happy with Lowe’s arrival, but warmed to the man quickly. Lowe had no caginess about

him, had freely admitted his reasons for being there, to communicate his personal observations

to the president on a nearly daily basis.“I’ve been with Colonel Puller today. Quite a scamp, that

one. Most accommodating, though. Rather in a mess up there. Making progress despite some

rough going. He’s inflicting enormous casualties among the enemy, no doubt about that.”“You

tell the president all of that?”“Indeed. As I’ve said, General, I’m happy to share those

dispatches with you.”Smith shook his head. “No. Your position here is clear. I prefer you keep

your correspondence private. If I read what you’re saying, you might feel you should edit

something, some observation about me. That wouldn’t be…appropriate.”“If you say so,

General. But I must say, everything I have observed here will be most satisfactory to the

president. He has concerns, of course, and he hopes I can cut through some of the official

blather.”The name burst into Smith’s head. MacArthur. Of course, that’s the whole point. Mac

will tell Washington what he wants them to hear. At least Truman is trying to go a little deeper

than the headlines.“How long do you expect to be here, General?”“Please, I do wish you would

call me Frank. We may share rank, but mine comes from the discretion of the president. Yours

is well earned.”“Thank you. But that’s difficult for me. My staff knows I don’t usually get terribly

familiar, even with them.”“As you wish, General. I’m not certain how long I will be here. Are you

willing to offer some prediction just how long this effort will take?”“As long as it takes.”Lowe

smiled. “Of course. Well, then, I might be here for the duration, unless the president changes

his mind.”“You’ll keep us on our toes, then. Can’t hurt.”“I’d rather not have it that way. I’m not

here to grade your performance. This is much more about the progress of the campaigns, the

effectiveness of our strategy against the communists. What happens in Korea might well

presage what happens everywhere else in the world. This is not a vacuum. The Russians are

testing our resolve.”“I don’t know much about the Russians, General Lowe. I’m concerned with

those people out there killing my Marines. My job, unless someone tells me different, is to

eliminate the North Korean army. That would be the most effective way to end this war.”Lowe

seemed to appraise Smith, said nothing. That will end up in one of his blooming letters, Smith

thought. He stood abruptly, felt the need for air.“Remain here, if you wish. Speak to any of my

staff, as you require it.”Lowe laughed. “But stay the hell out of your way, right?”“Never said that,

General Lowe. You are, apparently, my guest. Anything you need, or need to see, just ask.



General Craig will see to it.”He moved out the door, eased past his staff, the larger door that

led outside. Behind him, Sexton scrambled to catch up, said, “Sir, might I know where you’re

going?”“Come with me if you like. Just going outside.”Sexton followed him, and Smith realized

the pipe was still in his hand. He lit it now, drew in the luscious smoke, and Sexton said, “How

is it, sir? To your liking?”Smith focused on the scent of the tobacco.“Yes, quite so.” He recalled

now, it was Sexton who had secured the pipe tobacco, the one brand Smith preferred, Sir

Walter Raleigh. “Thank you, Captain.”Sexton smiled, a short bow. “I put aside a good haul for

you, sir. I keep it with my personal equipment. Ought not run out anytime soon.”Smith thought

of Lowe’s question, How long?“What do you think, Captain? We in for a long haul here? Or you

think Tokyo’s right, that this thing won’t last but a few weeks?”“No idea, sir. I kinda hoped you

could tell me. Maybe General Lowe might have some notion. He’s army, right, sir? Does he

know what MacArthur’s planning?”Smith enjoyed the pipe for a long moment, said, “He’s not

about to go any closer to MacArthur than he has to. Right now, he’s Mr. Truman’s one-man

army. The president believes he has to send a spy of sorts out here to find out what’s

happening.”“A spy? Really?”“Don’t get excited, Captain. Real spies don’t go around telling

everyone what they’re doing. He’s just the president’s eyes and ears. It’s a mystery to me why

Mr. Truman needs such a thing. That’s what official communications are supposed to do. But

apparently, Mr. Truman doesn’t believe everything he hears.”“Do you, sir?”Smith thought of the

intelligence reports, G-2 section in Tokyo insisting the North Koreans were just fading

away.“Not a question you should be asking, Captain.”TENTH CORPS HEADQUARTERS—

YONGDUNG-PO, SOUTH KOREA—SEPTEMBER 24, 1950No one seemed particularly happy

to see him, something Smith was getting used to. Almond was leaning low over large maps,

spread out across a long table. Various staff moved about, and Smith wondered how many of

them actually had something to do. It was never far from Smith’s mind that Almond was still

wearing the crown of MacArthur’s chief of staff. For reasons known only to MacArthur, Almond

was continuing to hold two crucial jobs.At one end of the table stood General David Barr, the

commander of the army’s Seventh Division. Barr was nearly Smith’s age, had enjoyed a

lengthy if not terribly distinguished career that went back to World War I. He seemed a pleasant

enough man, had shown Smith a willingness to cooperate alongside the Marines as much as

Smith required him to. It had not escaped Smith that Barr seemed as unimpressed with

Almond as Smith had been.“General Barr, hello.”Barr offered a weak smile, said, “Is our

boundary to your satisfaction, General? On General Almond’s order, we have moved our Thirty-

second regiment in place even now, covering your right flank. There seems to be some

stubbornness on the part of the North Koreans about our liberation of Seoul. I wish your people

the best of success.”It was a pleasant surprise, Barr acknowledging that, for now anyway, the

job of pushing into the city belonged to the Marines, the army troops acting as protection to the

south, along Chesty Puller’s vulnerable right flank.“Thank you, General. We’re making

progress, but it’s a little tougher than predicted.”Both men looked directly at Almond, who

seemed oblivious to the conversation. Almond straightened, seemed to notice Smith for the

first time.“Ah, welcome. Good, the party’s all here. I had hoped to go over troop dispositions

and offer you both some ideas of my own. Tokyo is rather insistent that we pick up the pace a

bit. I’ve instructed both of you to make haste, and there is some concern that things are, um,

dragging. There are many eyes on us, gentlemen. The world is watching. We must live up to

the reputation that brought us here in the first place. Our gallant troops deserve no less.”Smith

nodded along with Barr, thought, Perfect politics. The most important eyes watching you are in

Tokyo. To one end of the room sat a small cluster of civilians, silent, observant, whom Smith

assumed to be reporters. Of course, he thought. Those eyes, too.Almond spread his arms



apart, hands out, as though gathering in the room. “Gentlemen, particularly you, General

Smith, I am confident that we will triumph in a timely way, satisfying our assignment as

prescribed by General MacArthur. General Barr, you will move the Thirty-second Infantry

across the Han River at oh–six hundred tomorrow. Smith, you get your amtracs on the road

right now. There is no time for delay. I have taken steps to light a bit more of a fire under the

backsides of a few of your officers. Colonel Puller and Colonel Murray are aware of my orders

and have agreed to my plans for the envelopment of Seoul.”Smith felt something snap inside

him, ignored the others, said in a low hiss, “General Almond, might I have a word with

you?”Almond seemed surprised, said, “You may speak freely here.”“I prefer a private

moment.”Almond held on to his blanket of smugness, moved to the far end of the room, the

staff making way, the men shifting position to the opposite end. Smith knew it was all he was

going to get, and he followed Almond, kept his back to the others. The fury was complete,

Smith’s hands clenched, his heart beating rapidly, and he hesitated, thought, He wants

witnesses.Smith took in a long breath, tried to calm himself. The words came in a low growl.

“General Almond, I am aware you have issued orders directly to my regimental commanders in

the field. In the future, I would appreciate it if you give those orders to me, and I will relay them

to my subordinates. It is chain of command, General.”He paused, waited for some reaction

from Almond. But the maddening smugness remained and Almond said, “I never gave direct

orders to any of your command, General Smith. I offered my suggestions as to their

deployment, based on my knowledge of events as they are. I assure you, I am not handling

your regiments. I am just seeing how they do after you handle them.”The wall of arrogance was

a mile thick, Smith realizing Almond had the upper hand. He stared hard at the man, tried to

find the weak point, the place to dig in, but Almond was too good at this game. He moved past

Smith, said to the rest of the men, “If we have no further discussion, my orders are plain, and

have been given to your staffs. My goal here is to capture the capital with a minimum of energy

expended, by squeezing the enemy until he is forced to retreat wholesale.”Around the room,

the others were staring intently at both men, and Smith knew his words to Almond had been

heard by all of them.Almond continued, his voice rising. “If the enemy chooses to continue his

futile efforts against us, we must crush him where he sits, and do it with all speed.”Smith

moved up beside Almond, said, “And you would have us destroy the city. That is unnecessary.

Your orders already issued have called for us to preserve the buildings, not to obliterate the

place. I am certain that we can surround Seoul with the troops we now have available, and by

cutting the enemy off from escape and resupply, he will have no alternative but to surrender.

This enemy will not respect maneuver, a pincer movement, or any other kind of dance. He will

only respond in our favor if he has no other choice. The city of Seoul has a million inhabitants.

It does not have to be a casualty of this war. Would not General MacArthur prefer we return

Syngman Rhee his capital in one piece?”Almond turned toward him, a different look, grim

anger, but he forced a smile, said, “The orders are as written, Smith. An envelopment would

take far too much time. I had hoped the enemy would have recognized the hopelessness of his

situation by now, and made good his full retreat. If he remains, he will be crushed. This meeting

has concluded. You may all return to your commands.”MARINE DIVISION COMMAND POST,

NEAR THE HAN RIVER—SEPTEMBER 25, 1950The order came after dark, nearly eight

o’clock, while most of the Marines were standing down. All of them knew that the dawn would

send them out against the enemy once more, another hard slugging match to push the North

Koreans through the streets of the capital. But to Smith’s surprise, his superior had a new

plan.Tenth Corps Tactical Air Commander reports enemy fleeing city of Seoul on road north of

Uijongbu. Heavy air attacks are ongoing and will continue. You will push attack now to the limit



of your objectives in order to ensure maximum destruction of enemy forces. Signed Almond.“Is

this certain? Who did you speak to? Ruffner?”Bowser nodded. “I spoke with Colonel Chides

first, the G-3. He told me that we are to carry out this order as written. I called back and got

General Ruffner, and asked him for a reaffirmation.”Smith ran a hand over his forehead, had no

reason to doubt Bowser. “Did you explain to those people that attacking at night in an

unfamiliar city is not advisable? Particularly since there is no indication the enemy is going

anywhere across this entire division front?”“All of that, sir. General Ruffner told me the order

had been dictated by General Almond himself, and that it was to be executed without

delay.”“Get Murray on the phone. Puller won’t take as long to get ready. Call him next.”“Sir, are

we to just order the men to march straight into the enemy? In the dark?”“Those are the orders,

Colonel.”—As the Fifth and First Marine Regiments scrambled into readiness for the midnight

assault, another report came into Smith’s HQ. A Marine forward observer north of the city,

positioned along the very road the air command had claimed as the enemy’s line of retreat,

observed North Korean tanks and soldiers on the move. But they were not moving north. They

were adding to the strength of those forces already inside of Seoul. Instead of a retreat, it was

a counterattack.CHAPTER FOURRileyNEAR THE HAN RIVER—NORTHWEST OF SEOUL—

SEPTEMBER 25, 1950
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Jeffrey T. Munson, “An Excellent Novel About The Korean War. Master history novelist Jeff

Shaara has written a fantastic book about America's "forgotten war": Korea.Set during the late

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/AQPWn/The-Frozen-Hours-A-Novel-of-the-Korean-War


fall and early winter of 1950, "The Frozen Hours' takes a look at the battle for the Chosin

Reservoir. In June, 1950, North Korean troops crossed the 38th parallel. In response, the

United States and other members of the United Nations sent troops to repel the invaders. Led

by American General Douglas MacArthur, the combined army and marine forces began the

task of pushing the North Koreans back. Inspired by their success at Inchon, the U.N. forces

had visions of driving the North Koreans all the way to the Yalu river. But, waiting on the other

side, were thousands of Chinese just waiting to join in the fight.In this fine novel, Shaara

follows the battle of the Chosin Reservoir through the eyes of several people: American Marine

general O.P. Smith, Army General Ned Almond, Captain William Barber, Colonel Chesty Puller,

PFC Pete Riley, Sgt. Hamp Welch, PFC Joe Morelli, PFC Sean Killian, and Chinese General

Sung Shi-Lun. Throughout, each chapter has one of the main character's name on it. The

chapters devoted to Riley focus on the actual combat faced by the Americans, including the

bitter cold, low rations, and skirmishes with the enemy. Chapters devoted to Smith involve

planning and execution of attack, while chapters devoted to Sung give the reader a look at the

battle from a Chinese perspective.In keeping with Shaara's style, this book reads much like a

work of nonfiction. All of the characters in the book are actual people who fought at the Chosin

Reservoir. This campaign is brought to life by Shaara's unique style of storytelling, and the

principal participants are all included.I give "The Frozen Hours" my highest recommendation.

Jeff Shaara has delivered a fine telling of one of the greatest battles in America's "forgotten

war".”

Grant Waara, “A Great Novel on the Forgotten War. I'm rather embarrassed to say that I have

never read any of Jeff Shaara's work before. I have purchased his books, but never read them.

Fault the reader in this case, not the writer. But I have read his father's Pulitzer Prize winning

novel of Gettysburg, The Killer Angels though. Twice.Since I'm a former Marine and have a

curiosity about the Korean War, I couldn't resist his new novel, The Frozen Hours. It follows the

formula established by his father with "To the Reader," followed by the "Introduction," where he

sets up the story and introduces us to the Protagonists/Antagonists and then to the story itself.

This formula, while basic, works well and before you know it you're sucked into the story.For

The Frozen Hours, Mr. Shaara focuses on (not surprisingly) the epic story of the 1st Marine

Division at the Chosin Reservoir. I was happy to see that one of his main characters is Major

General O.P. Smith, the commander of the 1st Marine Division. I applaud his choice. Mr.

Shaara could have selected Marine Corps legend Lewis "Chesty" Puller, but I think that would

have been too easy. As we read, we see General Smith as a leader of uncommon calm and

reserve. He was very much Eisenhower to Puller's Patton.Of course, there is a "grunt"

character which is Marine Private Pete Riley, a member of Fox Company, 2nd Battalion, 7th

Marine Regiment. Fox Company's stand on "Fox Hill," near Sinhung-ni. Their heroic actions

blocked the attacking Chinese forces,thus allowing the division to withdraw southward and

escape the Chinese.Lastly, the Chinese character, General Sung completes the array. Sung is

not a fanatical Communist, but a dedicated professional soldier (funny how when Americans

are holding out are considered brave and courageous, but when it's the other side, they're

considered "fanatical"). His forces operate at a considerable handicap with no artillery, no air

support and no winter clothing. The Chinese forces must use small arms and mortars to

destroy the enemy. Casualties among the Chinese forces were high. Devastated by Marine

firepower and planes, the weather also took its toll freezing an unknown number of Chinese

soldiers to death.This is a first rate book and will undoubtedly be Jeff Shaara's 15th

consecutive New York Times Bestseller.”



Hector E., “Brilliant. This book tells the story of a war that I knew little about it. As usual, Jeff

Shaara does a great job describing the action and informing the reader how the Korean

campaign, specifically the First Marine Division experiences during the first year of the war:

1950.The story is told through the eyes of General O.P Smith and private Riley on the Marine

American side and General Sung on the Chinese side. Reading the Smith chapters one learns

about the overall strategy if the campaign against North Korea , reading Riley's the reader gets

the horrors that a marine in the field went through. Of course, reading about their experiences

in the command post or in the field the reader learns about about other officers, marines and

army that come in contact with the main characters of the story. The chapters about the

Chinese General are also very informative given the reader a clear picture of what the Chinese

Army, officers and soldiers had to put up with.I highly recommend this book is informative,

interesting, and makes you think about how history repeats itself.”

Steve F, “The Frozen Hours. This is the best war novel that I've read in a long time. It tells the

story of a forgotten episode of a forgotten but powerfully brings out the horrors of the war in

Korea. It portrays three main characters brilliantly giving their perspectives of a tough

campaign with a highly believable narrative. I would thoroughly recommend this book to any

reader of war novels that are based on fact. Great stuff!!”

rita, “Korean hell. This war should never be forgotten although this book is written from the

American point of view we must not forget the number of British forces served in this Hell of a

war”

A SciFi fan, “Superbly detailed view of the outbreak of the Korean war.. Very well researched,

and very well written account of the initial actions of the Korean war. Grips you from start to

finish.”

sharpy22, “Superb. Fantastic story beautifully written, I’d recommend this book to everyone

who enjoys history.”

Robert L. Watson, “Good quality read.. A very readable storyline at a very reasonable price”
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